
Flight Trainer
Overview • Operation • Basic Safety Information
All information given here, particularly safety information, does not replace careful reading of the supplied user manuals!
This overview is meant to provide information for day-to-day operation of your flight trainer system.

Welcome to Mikado Flight Trainer!
This overview shall help you setting up and operating your Flight Trainer. 
It provides valuable information about settings and flight modes for day-to-day use.
Please also read the supplied manual. It contains more valuable information and safety instructions, 
and it explains the features and the operation of all components.
Please familiarize yourself with the information about LOGO 200, particularly how rotor blades shall be 
tightened. This section also contains further definitions and settings which cover the non-Flight Trainer-
operation of LOGO 200. You can access these features after a software update of VBar NEO mini, on 
the model. They are not relevant for Flight Trainer operation.
In case of system malfunction, stop the operation of your Flight Trainer immedeatly. 
Find and remedy the cause, or contact our support team.
Flight time is approx. 7 minutes per battery charge. The system will take over control and land the 
model automatically, when the battery becomes empty.Components and Setting Them up

Landing platform
 » must stand firmly on the ground, with all four legs securely 
deployed

 » must be set up horizontally, pointing into the wind direction
 » must not be moved (rotated) after it has been switched on
 » the LED (top side) and the switch (lower side) point to the pilot
 » must be kept clean and must not become wet (precipitation). 
Drops or other foreign particles can clog the eight micropho-
nes on the top side. Moisture can damage the electronics

All limits with tolerance of +/– 1 m/3 ft

Transmitter
 » familiarize yourself with the 
controls as well as with the 
power on sequence

 » familiarize yourself with 
takeoff and landing proce-
dures: all switches towards 
you: OFF,  
grey-red-green- 
take over with  
collective, fly 
-green-red)

 » In case of emergencies,  
red switches off the model 
instantly (emergency off). 
The model will drop to the 
gound without power

Virtual flight zone (cylindrical or cuboidal)
 » shape and dimensions (height, hovering altitude, diameter) 
can be set up via your transmitter, whenever the grey ‚Trainer‘ 
switch is set to ON, and when platform and helicopter are 
bound/connected

 » Under normal circumstances, your LOGO 200 can not leave 
the flight zone

 » depending on the selected mode (see backside), your LOGO 
200 will stop softly when reaching the border, or it will rebound 
and fly back somewhat into the flight zone, or it will stop 
abruptly by automatic activation of the rescue feature; then, it 
will return over the landing platform autonomously

 ⚠ ATTENTION allow for a 2-3 m (3-9 ft) safety zone all around the flight 
zone. It is recommended to start with a smaller flight zone, and to try 
out the limits by flying around in Guided Mode (see backside). This is 
to make sure that you can not reach any obstacles (or the ceiling when 
operating Flight Trainer indoors).

Power on sequence (reverse order to switch off)
■ power on the radio first at all times, all switches point towards you
■ power on the landing platform (LED must light up green)
■ only then, connect the flight battery to your LOGO 200, wait for the initialization 

to complete, mount the canopy, put it in the middle of the platform 

Take-off sequence, flying, landing
■ make sure the grey switch ‚Trainer‘ is set to ON

 ⚠ ATTENTION this switch MUST remain in ON position at all times, else no trainer mode is 
active, and you would have to control the model fully manual!

■ operate the red switch ‚Motor‘ to ON

 ☝ INFO The drive system will not yet start.

 ⚠ ATTENTION The motor switch also acts as emergency off-switch, keep that in mind.
■ operate the green switch to ‚START‘, the rotors will start spinning, the model 

will take off and ascend to hovering position above the platform autonomously
■ take over control by pulling the collective pitch stick all the way back, then push 

it forward again—now you are in control of the helicopter! 
■ to land, operate the green switch to ‚LAND‘, the model will return to the platform 

autonomously, land, and stop the rotors.
■ operate the red switch ‚Motor‘ to OFF

Helicopter LOGO 200
 » nose must point into the wind direction
 » must be placed in the middle of the platform
 » must not be moved during initialization, after 
connecting the flight battery

 » after the initialization has been completed, mount 
the canopy and put the model back into it‘s 
orignal position on the platform

 » main rotor blades must not be tightened too 
much (see pg. 29 in the manual)

Wind direction

maximum height 10 m/30 ft

max. diameter 20 m/60 ft keep 3-5 m/9-15 ft distance

hovering height 1 m–3 m/3-9 ft

Suitable wind conditions:
up to 4 bft / 30 km/h / 18 mph

Suitable temperature range:
10–35 °C / 50-95 °F 

Never fly when it‘s raining!
Drops can clog microphones!
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Guided Mode

Smart Border Mode

Free Flight Mode

■ Always check the flight zone dimensions, in the trainer 
menu of your transmitter. Allow for a safety zone.  
Mind the tolerance of +/– 1 m/3 ft all around

■ After take-off, take over by pulling the collective pitch 
stick all the way back, then push it forward again.

■ The model will react very docile, like a drone/multicop-
ter, and it will remain stationary whenever you let go of 
the sticks

■ Make sure you begin with this mode!

■ The heli will slow down and stop whenever you reach 
the border of the flight zone, and it will remain there

Flight zone settings (all modes)

Flight zone height and diameter

If selected, adjust depth of rectangle

Flight zone size quick-select, or custom

Flight zone as rectangle/cuboid

Hovering height above platform

■ In all modes, you take over control by pulling the collective 
pitch stick all the way back, then push it forward again

■ At normal speeds, the model will slow down 
whenever you reach the border of the flight zone, 
and it will move back into it (bounce back)

■ Whenever approaching the border at high speed, rescue will be 
actuated resolutely, and the model will then fly back above the landing 
platform autonomously. Take over control again with collective pitch

■ This mode is more agile, although the bank angles are 
limited, which also limits the maximum speed

■ The model feels like a free flying model helicopter, 
where you have to control all four axis simultaneously, 
all the time

■ The model must be controlled. If you let go of the 
sticks in this mode, the model will continue flying until it 
reaches the border of the flight zone

■ In this mode, the model will fly freely within the virtual 
flight zone, as if you were flying your LOGO 200 without 
any support

■ Bank angles are limited to 90°, arobatics and inverted 
flying are not possible

■ Rescue will be actuated resolutely only if you touch the 
border of the flight zone. The model will then fly back 
over the platform autonomously

max. 8 m/24 ft

min. 1 m/3 ft

up to 16 m/48 ft

up to 16 m/48 ft

up to 16 m/48 ft 3-5 m/9-15 ft

3-5 m/9-15 ft

3-5 m/9-15 ft

Soft Border

Smart Boder

Rescue Border

Rescue Border

max. 10 m/30 ft

min. 3 m/9 ft

max. 10 m/30 ft

min. 3 m/9 ft

■ Rescue will be actuated resolutely 
only if you touch the border of the 
flight zone, or if you try to flip the 
model, or do quick consecutive 
pirouettes. 
The model will then fly back over 
the platform autonomously.

■ Take over control again with collec-
tive pitchdraft v
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